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Introduction
Towards the second half of the nineties, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the research community have proposed many models and mechanisms to meet the demand for network Quality of Service (QoS). The classical routing problem has consequently been extended to include and to guarantee the QoS [16] : QoS routing [16, 9] denotes a class of routing algorithms that base path selection decisions on a set of QoS requirements or constraints, in addition to the destination. Service requirements have to be expressed in some measurable metric, such as bandwidth, number of hops, delay, jitter, cost and loss probability of packets. QoS-Routing and Policy-Routing, where the constraints are imposed by administrative policies (e.g. depending on traffic load, billing), are associated together under the name of Constraint-Based Routing (CBR) [16] .
In this paper we propose a formal framework based on Soft Constraint Logic Programming (SCLP) [2, 3] in which it is possible to represent and solve QoS-Routing [5] (and CBR in general). First, we will describe how to represent a network configuration in a corresponding or graph (for the unicast delivery scheme) or and-or graph (for multicast), mapping network nodes to graph nodes and links to graph connectors. In the following, we will generally use the term and-or graph, or simply graph. QoS link costs will be translated into multidimensional costs for the associated connectors. Afterwards, we will propose the SCLP framework [2, 3] as a convenient declarative programming environment in which to specify and solve such problem. SCLP programs are an extension of usual Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) programs where logic programming is used in conjunction with soft constraints, that is, constraints which can be satisfied at a certain level. In particular, we will show how to represent an and-or graph as an SCLP program, and how the semantics of such a program computes the best route the corresponding weighted and-or graph (with route we will consider both multicast tree and unicast paths). SCLP is based on the general structure of c-semiring (or simply semiring), having the two operations × and +: the × is used to combine the costs, while the partial order defined by + operation (see Sec. 3) , is used to compare the costs. Notice that the cartesian product of two semirings is a semiring [4] , and this can be fruitfully used to describe multi-criteria problems. In Sec. 6, we will suggest an implementation of the proposed framework to really test the performance on scale-free networks generated ad-hoc.
Related formal approaches, e.g. [11] , adopt a hypergraph model in joint with semirings too, but the minimal path between two nodes is computed via a graphical calculous instead of SCLP. Moreover, as far as we know, none of the related works suggest a practical implementation of the presented formal ideas.
teria. These constraints may be imposed by QoS needs (i.e. QoS-Routing) or administrative policies (i.e. PolicyRouting), as already cited in Section 1. The aim of CBR is to reduce the manual configuration and intervention required for attaining traffic engineering objectives [14] ; for this reason, CBR enhances the classical routing paradigm with special properties, such as being resource reservationaware and demand-driven.
Policy-Routing selects paths that conform to administrative rules and Service Level Agreements (SLAs) stipulated among service providers and clients. For example, routing decisions can be based on the applications or protocols used, size of packets or identity of the communicating entities. Policy constraints can help improving the global security of the network and also help the resource allocation problem that includes business decisions. QoS routing instead attempts to simultaneously satisfy multiple QoS requirements requested by real-time applications: e.g. video conference, distributed simulation, stock quotes or multimedia entertainment.
Multiple metrics can certainly represent the requests more accurately than using a single measure. However, it is well known that the problem of finding a route subject to multiple constraints is inherently hard [16] . When some metrics take real or unbounded integer values [7] , satisfying two boolean constraints (saying whether or not a route is feasible), or a boolean constraint and a quantitative constraint (i.e. optimizing a metric) is NP-complete [15, 16, 7] . For example the set of constraints C = (delay ≤ 40msec, min(Cost)) is intractable. For this reason, most of the implemented algorithms in this area apply heuristics to reduce the complexity. The unicast problem can be reconducted to the generic Multi-Constrained Optimal Path problem [7] , while the multicast case refers to the Constrained Steiner Tree [16] ; both these problems are NP-complete in their nature.
Soft Constraint Logic Programming
The SCLP framework [2, 3] , is based on the notion of c-semiring introduced in [4] . A c-semiring S is a tuple A, +, ×, 0, 1 where A is a set with two special elements (0, 1 ∈ A) and with two operations + and × that satisfy certain properties: + is defined over (possibly infinite) sets of elements of A and thus is commutative, associative, idempotent, it is closed and 0 is its unit element and 1 is its absorbing element; × is closed, associative, commutative, distributes over +, 1 is its unit element, and 0 is its absorbing element (for the exhaustive definition, please refer to [4] ). The + operation defines a partial order ≤ S over A such that a ≤ S b iff a + b = b; we say that a ≤ S b if b represents a value better than a. Other properties related to the two operations are that + and × are monotone on ≤ S , 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum, A, ≤ S is a complete lattice and + is its lub. Finally, if × is idempotent, then + distributes over ×, A, ≤ S is a complete distributive lattice and × its glb. Semiring-based constraint satisfaction problems (SCSPs) are constraint problems where each variable instantiation is associated to an element of a c-semiring A (to be interpreted as a cost, level of preference or, in this case, as a trust/reputation level), and constraints are combined via the × operation and compared via the ≤ S ordering. Varying the set A and the meaning of the + and × operations, we can represent many different kinds of problems, having features like fuzziness, probability, and optimization.
A simple example of a SCLP program over the semiring N, min, +, +∞, 0 , where N is the set of non-negative integers and D = {a, b, c}, is represented in Tab. 1. The intuitive meaning of a semiring value like 3 associated to the atom r(a) (in Tab. 1) is that r(a) costs 3 units. Thus the set N contains all possible costs, and the choice of the two operations min and + implies that we intend to minimize the sum of the costs. This gives us the possibility to select the atom instantiation which gives the minimum cost overall. Given a goal like s(x) to this program, the operational semantics collects both a substitution for x (in this case, x = a) and also a semiring value (in this case, 2) which represents the minimum cost among the costs for all derivations for s(x). To find one of these solutions, it starts from the goal and uses the clauses as usual in logic programming, except that at each step two items are accumulated and combined with the current state: a substitution and a semiring value (both provided by the used clause). The combination of these two items with what is contained in the current goal is done via the usual combination of substitutions (for the substitution part) and via the multiplicative operation of the semiring (for the semiring value part), which in this example is the arithmetic +. Thus, in the example of goal s(X), we get two possible solutions, both with substitution X = a but with two different semiring values: 2 and 3. Then, the combination of such two solutions via the min operation give us the semiring value 2.
Using and-or Graphs to Represent Networks with QoS Requirements
An and-or graph [12] is defined essentially as a hypergraph. Namely, instead of arcs connecting pairs of nodes there are hyperarcs connecting an n-tuple of nodes (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .). The arcs are called connectors and they must be considered as directed from their first node to all others. Formally an and-or graph is a pair G = (N, C), where N is a set of nodes and C is a set of connectors
Note that the definition allows 0-connectors, i.e. connectors with one input and no output node. In the following of the explanation we will also use the concept of and tree [12] : given an and-or graph G, an and tree H is a solution tree of G with start node n r , if there is a function g mapping nodes of H into nodes of G such that: i) the root of H is mapped in n r , and
Informally, a solution tree of an and-or graph is analogous to a path of an ordinary graph: it can be obtained by selecting exactly one outgoing connector for each node, and we use the resulting tree to model the multicast delivery. The unicast case is even simpler: we use an or graph (i.e. a classical graph) to represent the network and selecting one connector for each node clearly results in a path (not a tree).
In Fig. 1 we directly represent a very simple network as a weighted and-or graph. Each of the nodes can be easily cast in a corresponding node of the and-or graph. In Fig. 1 , different icons feature the different role of the node in the network: the source of packets n 0 , the routers n 1 , n 2 and n 3 , a subnetwork n 5 or plain receiver host n 4 ). To model the networks links between two nodes we use 1-connectors: (n 0 , n 1 ), (n 1 , n 2 ), (n 1 , n 3 ), (n 2 , n 4 ), (n 3 , n 4 ) and (n 3 , n 5 ). We remind that the connectors are directed, and thus, for example the connector (n 0 , n 1 ) means that n 0 can send packets to n 1 . Moreover, since we are possibly interested in a multicast communication, we need to represent the event of sending the same packet to multiple destinations at the same time. To attain this, in Fig. 1 we can see the two 2-connectors (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) and (n 3 , n 4 , n 5 ): we draw these n-connectors (with n > 1) as curved oriented arcs where the set of their output nodes corresponds to the destination nodes of the 1-connectors traversed by the curved arc. Considering the ordering of the nodes in the tuple describing the connector, the input node is at the first position and the output nodes (when more than one) follow the orientation of the related arc in the graph (in Fig. 1 this orientation is lexicographic). Notice that in the example we decided to use connectors with dimension at most equal to 2 (i.e. 2-connectors) for sake of simplicity. However it is possible to represent whatever cardinality (e.g. n) of multicast destination nodes (i.e. with a n-connector). 0-connectors are represented as a line ending with a square in Fig. 1 and are added only for receiver nodes.
In the example we propose here, we are interested in QoS link-state information concerning only the bandwidth and a generic money cost (e.g. to supply the service or to main- tain a device). Bandwidth and cost can be seen as either QoS or policy constraints. Therefore, each link cost of the network can be labeled with a 2-dimensional cost for the related connector. For example, the pair 8, 1 for the connector (n 0 , n 1 ) tells us that the maximum bandwidth on that represented link is 80Mbps and a cost of 10e. In general, we could have a cost expressed with a v-dimensional vector, where v is the number of metrics to be taken in account while computing the best distribution tree. In the case when a connector represent a multicast delivery (i.e. a n-connector with n > 1), its cost is decided by assembling the costs of all the n links with the composition operation •, which takes as many v-dimensional cost vectors as operands, as the n number of links represented by the connector. For this example, the result of • is the minimum bandwidth and the highest cost, ergo, the worst QoS metric values among the considered links:
For example, the cost of the connector (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) in Fig. 1 is 4, 3 , since the costs of connectors (n 1 , n 2 ) and (n 1 , n 3 ) are respectively 4, 3 and 7, 2 : •( 4, 3 , 7, 2 ) = 4, 3 . All the costs of the connectors are reported in Tab. 2. Then, we need some algebraic framework to model our preferences for the links in order to find the best route; to attain this, we use the semiring structure as described in Sec. 3.
Since we are interested in maximizing the bandwidth of the distribution tree, we can use the c-semiring S Bandwidth = R + , max, min, 0, +∞ (otherwise, we could be interested in finding the route with the minimal feasible bandwidth with R + , min, min, +∞, 0 , for traffic engineering reasons). We can use S Cost = R + , min, +, +∞, 0 as the semiring to represent the cost, if we need to minimize it (here, + is the arithmetic operator). Since the composition of c-semirings is still a c-semiring [4] , S Network = R + , R + , + , × , 0, +∞ , +∞, 0 is the adopted semiring, where + and × correspond to the vectorization of the + and × operations in the two csemirings:
Clearly, the problem of finding best route is multicriteria, since both bandwidth and delay must be optimized. We consider the criteria as independent among them, otherwise they can be rephrased to a single criteria [15] . Thus, the multidimensional costs of the connectors are not elements of a totally ordered set, and it may be possible to obtain several routes for the same destination (or destinations, if looking for a multicast distribution), all of which are not dominated by others, but which have different incomparable costs. The set of constraints for our problem is C = (max(Bandwidth), min(Cost)), which are both quantitative constraints: the semiring structure is suitable for metric optimization (i.e. to represent quantitative constraints), but in Sec. 5 we will apply also boolean constraints, e.g. only paths with Cost < 22e.
For each possible receiver node, the cost of its outgoing 0-connector will be always included in every route reaching it. As a remind, a 0-connector has only one input node but no destination nodes. If we consider a receiver as a plain node (e.g. n 4 in Fig. 1 ), we can set this cost as the 1 element of the adopted c-semiring (1 is the unit element for ×), since the cost to reach the node is already completely described by the other connectors in the route: practically, we associate the highest possible QoS values to this 0-connector, in this case infinite bandwidth and null cost. Otherwise we can imagine a receiver as a more complex subnetwork (as n 5 in Fig. 1 ), and thus we can set the cost of the 0-connector as the cost needed to finally reach a node in that subnetwork (as the cost 6, 1 for the 0-connector after node n 5 in Fig. 1 ), in case we do not want, or cannot, show the topology of the subnetwork, e.g. for security reasons.
And-or graphs using SCLP
To represent the network edges (i.e. 1-connectors), in SCLP we can write clauses like edge(n 1 , n 2 ) : − 4, 3 , stating that the graph has a connector from n 1 to nodes n 2 and n 3 with a bandwidth cost of 40Mbps and a money cost of 30e. Other SCLP clauses can properly describe the structure of the route we desire to search over the graph.
We chose to represent an and-or graph with a program in CIAO Prolog [6] , a system that offers a complete Prolog system supporting ISO-Prolog and several extensions. CIAO Prolog has also a fuzzy extension, but since it does not completely conform to the semantic of SCLP defined in [3] (due to interpolation in the interval of the fuzzy set), we decided to use the CIAO operators among constraints (as < and ≤), and to model the × operator of the c-semiring with them. For this reason, we added the cost of the connector in the head of the clauses, differently from SCLP clauses which have the cost in the body of the clause. From the weighted and-or graph problem in Fig. 1 [4, 3] ) represents the 1-connector of the graph (n 1 , n 2 ) with bandwidth equal to 40Mbps and cost 30e. The Rules 1 in Tab. 2 are used to compose the edges (i.e. the 1-connectors) together in order to find all the possible n-connectors with n ≥ 1, by aggregating the costs of 1-connectors with the • composition operator, as described in Sec. 4 (the lowest of the bandwidths and the greatest of the costs of the composed 1-connectors). Therefore, with these clauses (in Rules 1) we can automatically generate the set of all the connectors outgoing from the considered node (in Table 2 , nocontains and insert last are CIAO predicates used to build a well-formed connector). The Leaves in Table 2 represent the 0-connectors (a value of 1000 represents ∞ for bandwidth). The time rule in Table 2 mimics the × operation of the semiring proposed in Section 4: S Network = R + , R + , + , × , 0, +∞ , +∞, 0 , where + is equal to max, min and × is equal to min, + , as defined in Section 4. At last, the rules 2-3-4-5 of Table 2 describe the structure of the routes we want to find over the graph. Rule 2 represents a route made of only one leaf node, Rule 3 outlines a route made of a connector plus a list of sub-routes with root nodes in the list of the destination nodes of the of destination nodes contains more than one node, it means we are looking for a multicast route. When we compose connectors or trees (Rule 2 and Rule 5), we use the times rule to compose their costs together. In Rule 5, append is a CIAO predicate used to join together the lists of destination nodes, when the query asks for a multicast route.
To solve the CBR problem it is enough to perform a query in the Prolog language: for example, if we want to compute the cost of all the multicast trees rooted at n 0 and having as leaves the nodes representing the receivers (in this case, n 4 and n 5 ), we have to perform the query route(n 0 , [n 4 , n 5 ], [B, C]), where B and C variables will be instantiated with the bandwidth and cost of the found trees. For this query, the best output (in terms of the adopted QoS metrics) of the CIAO program corresponds to the cost of the tree in Fig. 2a, i .e. 6, 5 , since × computes the minimum bandwidth -cost sum of the connectors.
The best unicast path between n 0 and n 4 can instead be found with the query route(n 0 , [n 4 ], [B, C]), and it is represented in Fig. 2b ; its cost is 6, 4 . Notice that the best path or tree is directly computed by the SCLP engine as described in the example in Sec. 3: given a query, the operational semantics collects a semiring value which represents the best cost (w.r.t. the + operator) among the costs of all the derivations satisfying the query. In Tab. 2, the SCLP engine is prototyped with a CIAO Prolog program.
As anticipated in Sec. 4, semiring structures are the ideal to represent quantitative constraints since the + operation of the semiring defines a partial order over A (see Sec. 3), i.e. over the set of QoS metric values. This operation can be consequently used to optimize the route. However, also boolean constraints, e.g. a route is accepted only if its cost is below a given threshold (e.g. Cost < 30e), can be modeled in our framework. For example, with the query route(n 0 , [n 4 ], [B, C]), C < 3 no path is returned since the best possible path in Fig. 2 has a money cost equal to 4. The C < 3 requirement can be directly embedded in the times rule of the CIAO program Tab. 2, in order to also optimize the search by stopping it as soon as C < 3 is no longer true.
Implementing the Framework
To develop and test a practical implementation of our model, we adopt the Java Universal Network/Graph Framework (JUNG) [13] , a software library for the modeling, analysis, and visualization of a graph or network. With this library it is also possible to generate scale-free networks according to the preferential attachment proposed in [1] : each time a new vertex v n is added to the network G, the probability p of creating an edge between an existing vertex v and v n is p = (degree(v) + 1)/(|E| + |V |), where |E| and |V | are respectively the current number of edges and vertices in G. Therefore, vertices with higher degree have a higher probability of being selected for attachment. We generated the scale-free network and then we automatically produced the corresponding program in CIAO, as in Sec. 5. The reported statistics suggest the scale-free nature of our network: 265 nodes, 600 edges, clustering coefficient = 0.13, Average Shortest Path = 3.74, Min/Max/Avg Degree = 1/20/4.52 and Diameter = 8. Therefore, a quite high clustering coefficient, a low average shortest path and a high variability of vertex degrees (between average and max). These features are evidences of the presence of few big hubs that can be used to shortly reach the destinations.
Together with the bandwidth/cost quantitative constraint of Sec. 5, we added the P ath Hops < 2 · Avg Shortest P ath boolean constraint: in this case, P ath Hops < 8, which is also the diameter of the network. This constraint limits the search space and provides a good approximation at the same time: in scale-free networks, the average distance between two nodes can be ln ln N , where N is the number of nodes [8] . Therefore, this hop constraint can be successfully used also with large networks, and limiting the depth to twice the average shortest path value still results in a large number of alternative routes. Other boolean constraints can be used to further prune the search as soon as they are violated, consequently improving the performance. We performed 50 queries for the unicast case (i.e. between two random nodes) and all the results were found within 5 minutes. Concerning instead quantitative constraints, an already obtained path p can be used to immediately discard successive partial results during the search, if the current QoS values are already worse than p (i.e. we can use the QoS features of p as a "cut" level). Unfortunately, it is not possible to produce an uniform performance graph by considering different node numbers for the generated graphs, since, using the same input parameters, JUNG generates a lot of disconnected networks when setting a lower number of desired final nodes.
If we consider the multicast case, each of the nodes in the and-or graph has O(2 d ) connectors, where d is the degree of the node. This exponential result is not a problem for most of nodes, since in scale-free networks the average degree is very low. The problem arises for the few hub nodes; in this case we can reduce the n-connector facts basing on the number of destinations: if only 5 destinations must be reached, it is useless to create 6-connectors or more. Moreover, we can use a variable in the clauses to count the current width of the partial tree solution in order to prevent the search from widening more than the number of destinations.
We think there are several way to further improve the computational results. The complexity of the tree search can be reduced by using tabling (or memoing) techniques [10] . The calls to tabled predicates are stored in a searchable structure together with their proven instances, and subsequent identical calls can use the stored answers without repeating the computation. One more improvement is the inclusions of facts describing the topology of the network (or part of it). In this way, like in ordinary network routing, we can immediately remove from the search the not involved clusters or the clusters we do not want to cross.These improvements are strongly needed for hub nodes, i.e. the backbone nodes of the network , which represent however a small percentage of the total number of nodes.
Conclusions
We have described a method to represent and solve the CBR problem with the combination of and-or graph and the declarative SCLP environment: the best multicast or unicast route found on an and-or graph corresponds to the semantics of a SCLP program. The route satisfies multiple constraints regarding QoS requirements, e.g. minimizing the global bandwidth consumption, reducing the delay, or accepting only the routes that use k hops at most. The semiring structure is a very parametric tool where to represent different QoS metrics. Since it is well-known that even a shortest path problem with two or more independent metrics is NP-complete (see Sec. 1), we have proposed a framework based on AI techniques (i.e. soft constraints). The convenience is to use a declarative framework where constraints on the routes can be easily represented. Moreover we have provided a practical implementation of the framework and a test on a scale-free network, whose results are quite promising. The framework can be used to prototype and test new constraints in small networks (i.e. 100-1000 nodes) or parts of wider graphs.
Concerning future works, we want to produce more tests, also with different scale-free/small-world topology generators. We plan to improve the computational results by adding to the program some clauses that describe the topology of the network. Moreover, we will study ad-hoc memoization techniques to reduce the complexity of big hubs.
